Reactive motifs are short conserved regions discovered from binding and catalytic sites of enzymes sequences. Thus, reactive motifs provide more biological meaning than statistic-based motifs because they are directly extracted from where the chemical reaction mechanism occurs. Main problem of discovering reactive motifs is that only 4.94% enzymes sequences contain sites information. To overcome this problem, we present fuzzy concept lattice-based (FCL-based) method for discovering more general reactive motifs by incorporating biochemical knowledge. Fuzzy concept lattices are used to represent both binary and multi-value biochemical knowledge. The fuzzy concept lattice Join operator is applied to determine complete substitution groups that obtains more general reactive motifs. Experiments are conducted among different methods of determining complete substitution groups: FCL-based, concecpt lattice-based (CL-based) and similarity-based method.
INTRODUCTION
Reactive motifs are short conserved regions discovered from binding and catalytic sites of enzymes sequences. Compared with statistic-based motifs (Sander and Schneider, 1991; Eidhammer et al., 1999; Huang and Brutlag, 2001; Bennett et al., 2003) , enzyme function classification model using reactive motifs gives the better accuracy with explanation in terms of reactive motifs combination. Compared with expert-based motifs i.e. PROSITE (Bairoch, 1993) , the performance of classification model using reactive motifs is more efficient in term of accuracy due to a small number of occurrences in protein sequences of those expert-based motifs. Main problem in discovering reactive motifs is the lack of binding and catalytic sites information, only 4.94% of enzymes sequences contain binding and catalytic sites information in the UNiProtKB/Swiss-Prot Version 9.2 (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) . (Waiyamai et al., 2008) have proposed a concept lattice-based reactive motifs discovery method called CL-based. They introduced the concept of mutation control determine a complete amino acid substitution group for each position in the sequences, such that the substitution group contains all possible amino acids that can be substituted. Concept lattice operators have been defined to support mutation control operations. The proposed technique yields good results (70 % accuracy of enzyme function classification) and can overcome problems such as lack of information about binding and catalytic sites. However, only binary-value context is supported, conversion method is needed to support both binary and multi-value knowledge. Moreover, the occurrences of reactive motifs need to be improved to obtain better accuracy of enzyme function classification model. This paper presents FCL-based approach for reactive motifs discovery. Main objective is to further increase the occurrences of reactive motifs in enzymes sequences dataset and to improve their quality by incorporating various types of biochemical knowledge. Both binary and multi-value biochemical knowledge is formally constructed in a unique structure fuzzy concept lattice that overcomes the problem of information loss while converting multi-value knowledge into binary-value context. Fuzzy concept lattices are then used to determine complete substitution groups in reactive motifs. As result, more general reactive motifs are generated. We also show that FCL-based approach provides efficient computational support for complete substitution groups determination in reac-tive motifs discovery. The quality of FCL-based reactive motifs can be expressed through the high performance of enzyme function classification model using them as features to learning algorithm i.e. C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) and SVM (Boser et al., 1992; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010) .
The experiments are conducted among different complete substitution groups determination methods: FCL-based, CL-based and similarity-based methods. The performance of reactive motifs is measured using the coverage value (occurrences of motifs in enzyme sequences dataset) and F-measure with SVM and C4.5. The experimental results show that FCL-based method gives better performance than other methods in terms of coverage value, F-measure, Precision and Recall. In the following, we describe the process of reactive motifs discovery using fuzzy-concept lattice. Experimental results and conclusion are presented in section 3 and section 4 consequently.
FUZZY CONCEPT LATTICE-BASED APPROACH FOR REACTIVE MOTIFS DISCOVERY
In this section, the overall process of reactive motifs discovery is presented. It is composed of three steps: data preparation and block scan filtering, complete substitution groups determination, and reactive site group definition as the same framework as introduced in (Waiyamai et al., 2008) .
Data Preparation and Block Scan Filtering
In this step, we collect enzyme sequences dataset (Bairoch, 1993; Apweiler et al., 2004) , covers 22,637 sequences of 237 functions, while only 4.94% of enzyme sequences contain binding or catalytic sites. By considering sites position as center, enzyme subsequences having 15 amino acids length; initial sites patterns are extracted. This is based on the 21-atoms average substrate size in BRENDA database (Schomburg et al., 2004 ) which corresponds to 7 amino acids (3 atoms per 1 amino acid) on each side of the sites position.
To solve the problem of lack information at binding and catalytic sites, the generalization is performed at each position of the initial sites patterns using a block scan filtering. Then, a scan operation is performed to retrieve all the sub-sequences having the same site description to generate sequences blocks. Sequences are ranked according to amino-acid similarity scores using BLOSUM62 table (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) . In Figure 1 , to obtain high quality block, each sub-sequence in the block must has at least 3 positions presenting the same type of amino acids as proposed in (Smith et al., 1990) for the high quality motifs.
To discard some positions that may not involve in protein functional mechanism, a multiple sequences alignment (MSA (Ramu et al., 2003) ) is performed to all sub-sequences in each high quality block. Finally, a block pattern is extracted as a representative block in the form of regular expression e.g.
x[FMV]x[GS]C[DQN][ST]
CHxxxxx, where x be any amino acid, [ ] be a set of possible amino acids at a given position, called substitution group, as shown in Figure 2 .
Due to the lack sites information, there will possibly be other amino acids in some substitution group positions of a block pattern. Thus, determining complete substitution groups to generate more general and high quality reactive motifs from a set of block patterns is required.
Complete Substitution Groups Determination
In the following, we explain how the complete substitution groups are determined using FCL-based method. First, both binary and multi-value biochemical knowledge from various sources can be formally constructed in a unique fuzzy concept lattice structure (Yahia and Jaoua, 2001; Elloumi et al., 2004) . The values in each properties of biochemi-cal knowledge are normalized to [0,1] and then formulated as an amino acid properties context to construct fuzzy concept lattice. Due to the fact that biochemical knowledge can contain a large number of amino acid properties, FCL-based uses (Nakai et al., 1988) approach to select proper properties. A hierarchical cluster analysis is used to investigate the relationships among amino acid properties (circles with index) and represent them using a minimum spanning tree as shown in Figure 3 (a). Figure 3(b) shows the selection of properties in largest cluster (region with dots) to be input to the amino acid properties context. Once constructed from the amino acid properties context, the fuzzy concept lattice structure is able to express a hierarchy of concepts which represent aminoacid substitution groups sharing the common properties. Then, complete substitution groups operations can be defined based on the fuzzy concept lattice Join operator. More details of fuzzy concept lattice can be found in (Yahia and Jaoua, 2001; Elloumi et al., 2004) . Here, we show how FCL-based method works to determine complete substitution groups. In Figure 
Reactive Sites Groups Generation
Enzymes can have different catalytic and binding structures to fit and function the same substrate. Thus, complete reactive motifs can be grouped together according to their sites description as specified in UNiProtKB/Swiss-Prot database. As result, 291 reactive sites groups which correspond to the reactive motifs groups are generated and used as input features to build the enzyme functions classification model.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following, the results of different types of reactive motifs: FCL-based, baseline (without use of background knowledge), CL-based, similarity-based, are compared using a dataset containing 22,637 protein sequences with 237 enzyme functions collected from UNiProtKB/Swiss-Prot Version 9.2. The different types of reactive motifs are explained in Section 3.1. The performance comparison is conducted in terms of the reactive motif generalization and the prediction model accuracy.
Different Types of Reactive Motifs
Here, implementation details of the different types of reactive motifs are given.
• Baseline method discovers reactive motifs without use of biochemical knowledge. The propose of this method is to compare how efficient the other methods gain in using proper background knowledge.
• CL-based method integrates binary-value biochemical knowledge via a concept lattice, and performs mutation control operations to determine complete substitution groups to generate reactive motifs. More details of CL-based can be found in (Waiyamai et al., 2008 ).
• CL-based* method extends CL-based method by performing a multiple sequence alignment operation on quality blocks (refer to step 2.1) before determining complete substitution groups.
• Similarity-based method uses amino acid substitution matrices instead of biochemical properties knowledge. For each substitution group, the minimum similarity score obtained by any pairs of amino acids in such group is computed. The other amino acids are determined as complete substitution group if the similarity scores between them and any amino acid in the substitution group are higher than or equal to minimum similarity score. For example, the minimum similarity score of substitution group [MFV] is -1 derived from similarity score between F and V using BLOSUM62. Then, we can extract [MFVHILWYARCQKST] as a complete substitution group.
Evaluation of Reactive Motifs Discovery Methods
The performance of reactive motifs is evaluated in terms of their occurrences in enzymes sequences dataset through coverage value and the quality of prediction model using them as input features measured by using F-Measure, Precision and Recall. Table1 compares performance of the different methods for reactive motifs discovery. In term of coverage value, FCL-Based and similarity-based methods produce significantly higher value compared to no use of knowledge. It means that both methods efficiently utilize biochemical knowledge in order to produce more general reactive motifs. Moreover, FCL-based method provide best computational support for generating general reactive motifs due to its highest coverage value.
In term of prediction model accuracy, FCL-based method gives highest precision, recall and F-measure with SVM. It means that FCL-based method also produces highest true positive(TP) value but lowest false positive(FP) and false negative(FN) values. In contrast, the other methods aim to produce high precision but low recall that affected F-Measure i.e. high FP and FN values. However, there is no significantly different of all measures obtained by FCL-based method and other methods with C4.5.
In summary, with highest coverage, F-Measure, precision and recall values, FCL-based method provides more general reactive motifs while retains accuracy of the prediction model by reducing the effect of FP and FN values.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Main problem of discovering reactive motifs is that only 4.94% enzymes sequences contain sites information. To overcome this problem, we present fuzzy concept lattice-based (FCL-based) method for discovering more general reactive motifs by incorporating biochemical knowledge. Fuzzy concept lattices are used for both representing binary and multi-value biochemical knowledge, and determining complete sub-stitution groups that produces more general reactive motifs. Used as input features of SVM, generated FCL-based reactive motifs provide highest coverage, F-measure, precision and recall values without affecting the FP and FN values in the prediction model. Rule-based learning methods can be investigated to provide meaningful and understandable information to biologists. Among rule-based methods, associative classification technique (Liu et al., 1998; Li et al., 2001; Belohlvek et al., 2007 ) is recognized to be more accurate over traditional classification techniques i.e. C4.5 for very large number of classes to predicted. In the future work, we will increase both accuracy and explanatory ability of the protein function classification model using reactive motifs as input features to an associative classification.
